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Ab initio embedded cluster study of optical second-harmonic generation
below the gap of a NiO„001… surface

K. Satitkovitchai, Y. Pavlyukh, and W. Hu¨bner
Max-Planck-Institut fu¨r Mikrostrukturphysik, Weinberg 2, D-06120 Halle, Germany

~Received 25 June 2002; revised manuscript received 14 October 2002; published 22 April 2003!

An embedded cluster approach was applied to study the electronic excitations on the NiO~001! surface.
Using a quantum chemical calculation, a small (NiO5)

82 cluster was embedded in a set of point charges to
model the NiO~001! surface. Starting from the unrestricted Hartree-Fock level of theory, we calculate the
ground-state properties to provide some insight into electronic structure and excitation. We estimate the exci-
tation energies and oscillator strengths using the single excitation configuration-interaction~CIS! technique.
Our results show that the CIS method is reasonably accurate for estimating the low-lyingd-d excitations below
the gap. We then demonstrate the electron correlation effects on thed-d transitions at several levels ofab initio
correlated theory@CID ~with all double substitutions!, CISD ~with all single and double substitutions!, ~qua-
dratic! QCISD, and~with all single, double, and triple substitutions! QCISD (T)]. The electron correlation
tends to decrease the magnitude ofd-electron excitation energies. Using the many-body wave functions and
energies resulting from CID and QCISD(T) calculations, we compute the second harmonic generation~SHG!
tensor for the NiO~001! surface. In contrast to bulk NiO, where the SHG response is forbidden within the
electric-dipole approximation because of the inversion symmetry, theC4v symmetry of the surface leads to five
nonzero tensor elements. From that, the intensity of the nonlinear optical response as a function of photon
energy at different polarizations of the incident and outgoing photons is obtained. This quantity can be directly
measured in experiment, and we suggest possible conditions in order to detect it.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.67.165413 PACS number~s!: 72.80.Ga, 71.15.Qe, 42.65.An, 31.15.Ar
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I. INTRODUCTION

Future computer memories require a merger between
existing technologies of permanent~magnetic! information
storage and random access memories. The envisaged
netic random access memories.1 are assumed to be faster an
nonvolatile while beating the contemporary designs also
storage density. One of the most successful approaches s
is based on tunneling magnetoresistance junctions, where
relative magnetization direction of two ferromagnetic met
lic layers governs the tunneling rate through an insula
placed between them~reading!. The magnetization of one o
the ferromagnetic layers can be adjusted~writing!, while the
other ferromagnetic layer is pinned usually by an antifer
magnet. For such a design, transition-metal oxides~TMO’s!
such as NiO are of interest since they areboth insulating and
antiferromagnetic. One of the crucial elements of the p
posed device is the metal-TMO interface. The properties
this interface can conveniently be assessed by the techn
of optical SHG, which is interface sensitive and can eas
access antiferromagnetism.2–4 These technological develop
ments require a detailed theoretical understanding of
nonlinear optical processes on TMO surfaces. This is, h
ever, a formidable task for two main reasons:~i! an elec-
tronic ab initio theory of the nonlinear magneto-optical r
sponse at solid surfaces has long been in its infancy an
just about to emerge due to the enormously high-precis
requirements for obtaining reliable results and~ii ! transition-
metal oxides are notorious examples of strongly correla
electron systems that have escaped a description by
phenomenological many-body theories since the 1960s.5–7

In view of these difficulties, any tractable theoretical a
0163-1829/2003/67~16!/165413~9!/$20.00 67 1654
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tempt at the theoretically, experimentally, and technolo
cally interesting problem of a first-principles description
nonlinear magneto-optics from the surface of NiO~001! has
to start at the entry level and to leave aside a great deal o
sophistication underlying both subproblems individually, v
~i! the consistent many-body description of the electro
properties of transition-metal oxide surfaces and~ii ! the ab
initio theory of nonlinear optics from a magnetic solid.

In this study, we make the first step towards anab initio
theory of SHG from TMO surfaces and calculate optica
active states on the NiO~001! surface. We first perform the
computation of optical properties such as discrete excitati
below the gap and continuous excitation spectra above
gap for NiO~001! within the configuration-interaction single
~CIS! framework.8 In this method, the CIS wave function i
expressed as a combination of all determinants obtained
replacing one occupied orbital@from the ground-state
Hartree-Fock~HF! determinant# with a virtual orbital. The
single excitations do not only cause a shift of excitation e
ergy but also allow a proper calculation of optical spectra
the UV and the visible range. In our calculation, we do n
only obtain anab initio calculation to estimated-d transi-
tions, but we assess the relative importance of the differ
electronic correlation. In order to do so,d-d excitation ener-
gies are also determined on several correlated levels
theory such as CI~configuration interaction! and QCI~qua-
dratic configuration interaction! approaches.9,10

Our main method, the~with all single, double, and triple
substitutions! QCISD ~T! approach, accounts for correlation
almost fully and possesses a large number of advanta
compared to lower-order CI calculations such as CIS, C
~with all double substitutions!, and CISD~with all single and
double substitutions!. For example, it is size consistent. Th
©2003 The American Physical Society13-1
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method was established by Popleet al.10 in 1987 and since
then, it has successfully been applied to a variety of syste
In the case of simple molecules, a comparison with a full
calculation is possible and shows good agreement. The
sults for larger systems including metal oxide clusters
presented in the literature as well~such as Ref. 11!. The
scaling of the QCISD method withN6 ~whereN is the num-
ber of basis functions in the system! is comparable with the
coupled cluster~CC! approach of the same level~i.e.,
CCSD!.12

Then, we turn to step~ii ! for developing anab initio
theory of SHG in NiO. We calculate the nonlinear optic
response following an expression developed by Hu¨bner and
Bennemann.13

II. COMPUTATIONAL METHOD

A. Theoretical framework

This section contains a brief outline of two of the theor
ical methods that are performed in this work.

1. Ab initio correlated electron theory

In ab initio quantum chemistry, the exact level ener
E(exact) is given by

E~exact!5E~HF!1E~corr! ~1!

where E(HF) and E(corr) represent the Hartree-Fock an
correlational contributions, respectively. The HF sing
determinant wave function (CHF) of then electron system in
the ground state is expressed by

CHF5~n! !21/2ux1x2•••x ix j•••xnu. ~2!

The excited-state wave function is written as a linear com
nation of all possible singly excited determinants, whi
leads us to the CIS method:

CCIS5a0C01(
i

occ

(
a

v ir

ai
aC i

a . ~3!

The prediction of oscillator strengthf for the excitation re-
quires the calculation of the transition matrix eleme
(^Cgsud̂uCes&):

f 5
8mp2n

3he2
^Cgsud̂uCes&

2, ~4!

whereCgs and Ces represent the wave function of groun
state and excited state, respectively, andd̂ is dipole moment
operator.

In general, the CIS wave function does not present
improvement over the HF wave function, since this appro
also neglects correlation effects due to double and hig
excitations.

The CIS calculation can be improved by the inclusion
some effects of electronic correlation via second-or
Møller-Plesset perturbation theory,
16541
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DECIS2M P252
1

4 (
i , j

occ

(
a,b

v ir
^CCISuHuC i j

ab&2

ea1eb2e i2e j2DCIS

2
1

36 (
i , j ,k

occ

(
a,b,c

v ir
^CCISuHuC i jk

abc&2

ea1eb1ec2e i2e j2ek2DCIS
, ~5!

whereDCIS is the difference between the CIS excitation a
ground-state energies. TheDECIS-M P2 can be added toECIS
to defineECIS-M P2 for an excited state. The correspondin
eigenvalues are the orbital energiese1 , . . . ,en involving the
labels i , j ,k, . . . for occupied spin orbitals and labe
a,b,c, . . . for virtual spin orbitals.

The inclusion of only doubly excited configurations lea
to the CID method,

CCID5a0C01(
i , j

occ

(
a,b

v ir

ai j
abC i j

ab . ~6!

When both single and double virtual excitations are
cluded, the CISD wave function is obtained as

CCISD5a0C01(
i

occ

(
a

v ir

ai
aC i

a1(
i , j

occ

(
a,b

v ir

ai j
abC i j

ab . ~7!

An approximation of the effects of triple substitution
available through the QCISDT), where three-particle exci
tations are included by means of the fourth-order Møll
Plesset~MP4! perturbation theory.14,15

The contribution of triple substitutions (i j k→abc) to the
fourth-order correlation energy is evaluated as

ET
(4)52

1

36 (
i jk

occ

(
abc

v ir

~ea1eb1ec2e i2e j2ek!
21uC i jk

abcu2.

~8!

2. Nonlinear optical surface response

The electric polarizationP can be expanded in terms o
the electric field as

P5x (v)E1x (2v)E21x (3v)E31•••, ~9!

wherex (v),x (2v),x (3v), . . . are tensors of the linear pola
izability, the first-order and the second-order hyperpolar
abilities, respectively, and so on. In this work, we deal w
x (2v) representing a second-harmonic contribution. With
the electric-dipole approximation,x (2v) vanishes for bulk
NiO due to the inversion symmetry of the crystal, but it
allowed at the surface where inversion symmetry is brok
Thus, in the electric-dipole approximation, SHG is an ide
probe of the surfaced-d intragap transitions.

We consider an expression for the second-order polar
tion

Pi5«0x i jk
(2v)EjEk , ~10!

where
3-2
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x i jk
(2v)~v!5

r0

«0
(

a b g

F ^gudi ua&^audj ub&^budkug&

3

f ~Eg!2 f ~Eb!

Eg2Eb2\v1 i\d
2

f ~Eb!2 f ~Ea!

Eb2Ea2\v1 i\d

Eg2Ea22\v12i\d
G ,

$ i , j ,k%P$x,y,z% ~11!

is the second-harmonic susceptibility tensor. It is deriv
from the second-order perturbation theory for the den
matrix and the details are given in Ref. 13. In this formulaf
is the Fermi distribution, which is unity for the ground sta
and vanishes otherwise.r0 is the unperturbed electronic den
sity and ^audi , j ,kub& are the matrix elements of the dipo
momentd5(dx ,dy ,dz). The overline denotes the symmetr
zation needed to fulfill the symmetry upon interchanging
two incident photons. The transition dipole matrix eleme
over two Slater determinants are computed according to@see
Eq. ~2!#

^audub&5K 1

An!
Ux1

ax2
a
•••x i

a
•••xn

aUudu
1

An!

3ux1
bx2

b
•••x i

b
•••xn

bu L
5 (

i , j 51

n

~21! i 1 j^x i
audux j

b&M i j , ~12!

where M i j are the minors of the matrix composed of t
overlaps between single-particle wave functions

M5S O11
ab O12

ab
••• O1n

ab

O21
ab O22

ab
••• O2n

ab

A A ••• A

On1
ab On2

ab
••• Onn

ab

D . ~13!

For the NiO~001! surface, the symmetry analysis gives t
only nonvanishing tensor elements resulting from the cr
tallographic structure of an undistorted cubic lattice:

~14!

To calculatex (2v) related to surface antiferromagnetism, w
need spin-orbit coupling to be included. This however is
yond the scope of this paper and will be the subject o
forthcoming paper.

Based on the SHG tensor we compute nonlinear opt
properties of the system. The second-harmonic electri
field projection on the optical plane of the analyzer is giv
in the short form notation16 by
16541
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whereQ, F, andw are the angle of incidence, polarizatio
of the incident photon, and polarization of the output phot
respectively. The nonlinear response depends as well on
optical properties of the system. Introducing notations for
frequency-dependent refraction index of the materialn
5A«(v) andN5A«(2v), the other parameters can be e
pressed asf s5sinQ/n, f c5A12 f s

2—projections of the
wave vector in the system,tp52 cosQ/(ncosQ1fc) and ts
52cosQ/(cosQ1nfc)—linear transmission coefficients, an
Ap52pTp /cosQ and As52pTs /cosQ—transmission field
amplitudes.dz means the thickness of the system~in our
case, equal to lattice constant of 4.1684 Å).

The intensity of the SHG response can then be obtai
from

I ~2v;Q,F,w!5«0c0uE~2v;Q,F,w!u2. ~16!

B. Method implementation

The smallest suitable cluster to simulate bulk NiO co
sists of one Ni21 ion and six nearest-neighbor O22 ions
forming a cubic crystallographic arrangement with theh
group,17 (NiO6)102. In contrast, the NiO~001! surface has
C4v symmetry ~considering fivefold crystal-field state!,
therefore we use a (NiO5)82 cluster. The isolated cluster an
embedded cluster models for the NiO~001! surface are illus-
trated in Fig. 1. The length of the nickel-oxygen bond h
been fixed at 2.0842 Å according to experimental data18

This measured value has been commonly used for theore
models in the unrelaxed case. In order to be able to t
materials with larger surface relaxation, the geometry of
cluster should be optimized. For the geometry optimizat
on the QCISD level, one must have a possibility to comp
forces on the same level of theory. Schemes that evaluate
gradient of generic CI energies have been available for s
eral years.19,20 Computation of the forces for the simple
CIS method is described in Ref. 8. Formulas for the anal
cal evaluation of energy gradients in quadratic configurati
interaction theory, such as QCISD are derived in Ref. 14.
of these methods are implemented inGAUSSIAN98. For the
relaxed case, we would therefore not expect very strong
3-3
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fects since the surface of NiO is nonpolar and the most st
geometry is quite close to the truncated bulk one.
experiment21 showed that surface relaxations are 0–4 %
the first spacing and24 –4 % for the first-layer bucking
This supports our choice of the unrelaxed geometry. In
case of Fe2O3 or Al2O3, where surface relaxation may play
major role, a prior geometry optimization is necessary.22–24

In order to correctly account for the electrostatic enviro
ment due to the rest of an ionic solid crystal, the simpl
possible way is to embed the bare cluster in a set of p
charges located at the lattice sites representing the Made
potential in the framework. The point charges at the edge
the calculated slab are fractional.25 In the vicinity of the
quantum cluster, the point charges were exchanged by e
tive core potentials~ECP’s! with charge12; for this purpose
we used magnesium cores 1s22s22p6 deprived of two va-
lence electrons in order to simulate Ni21 ions. This allows
for the proper description of the Pauli repulsion within t
cluster and the nearest-neighboring point charges and
vents a flow of electrons from O22 ions to the positive
charges.26 The structure of the NiO~001! surface was as
sumed fixed for long-range contributions of the semi-infin
Madelung potential (1531537 ions). For the bulk system
our infinite Madelung potential was represented by 15315
315 ions.

For the ground state, we employ a single-point calculat
based on the unrestricted HF~UHF! level of theory. As a
basis set for the Ni21 ion, we use the valence Los-Alamo
basis and double-z and effective core potentials~LANL2DZ
ECP!.27 The oxygen basis set was a 6-31G* basis.28 The first
step of our excitation calculation is always the CIS calcu
tion in order to estimate excitation spectrum, oscilla
strength, and band gap. The basis sets used in these ca
tions are almost the same as ground-state calculations, ex

FIG. 1. The (NiO5)82 cluster and embedded cluster models
the NiO~001! surface~only the surface charges are shown!.
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that we add one diffuse function into the oxygen basis
(6-311G* basis!,29 which is necessary for the excited sta
calculation.

The next step is to study the electronic correlation effe
on the properties of NiO such asd-d transitions. At the cor-
related level of theory, the correlated increments, nam
CID, CISD, QCISD, and QCISD~T! were compared with
CIS. We performed these calculations of five triplet states
d-d transitions:

3B1@~dxz!
2,~dyz!

2,~dxy!
2,~d3z22r 2!1,~dx22y2!1#,

3E@~dxz!
1,~dyz!

2,~dxy!
2,~d3z22r 2!2,~dx22y2!1,

and

~dxz!
2,~dyz!

1,~dxy!
2,~d3z22r 2!2,~dx22y2!1],

3B2@~dxz!
2,~dyz!

2,~dxy!
1,~d3z22r 2!1,~dx22y2!2#,

3A2@~dxz!
2,~dyz!

2,~dxy!
1,~d3z22r 2!2,~dx22y2!1#,

and

3E@~dxz!
1,~dyz!

2,~dxy!
2,~d3z22r 2!1,~dx22y2!2

and

~dxz!
2,~dyz!

1,~dxy!
2,~d3z22r 2!1,~dx22y2!2].

These methods allow us to take into account a part of
electronic correlation in both ground and excited states.
ab initio embedded calculations were done with theGAUSS-

IAN98 package.30

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Ground state

First, we consider the ground-state electronic struct
of an embedded cluster modeled as a 1531537 ~seven lay-
ers deep! point-charge lattice of the NiO~001! surface. The
3d8 configuration at the NiO~001! surface has the3B1
electronic state as its ground state@(dxz)

2,(dyz)
2,(dxy)

2,
(d3z22r 2)1,(dx22y2)1#. In aC4v symmetry, there are four dif-
ferent energy levels, related to the degeneratedxz(dyz) orbit-
als, thedxy orbital, thed3z22r 2 orbital, and thedx22y2 orbital,
respectively. More insight in the electronic structure is o
tained from the calculated density of states~DOS! of the
ground state following Mulliken population analysis, whic
is shown in Fig. 2. For the description of the DOS, tw
different sets of orbitals are assigned to the two spins ba
on an UHF calculation.

Figure 2~a! shows the calculated DOS of the majority sp
of the ground state. The lower and upper valence bands
dominantly exhibit Ni~3d! and O~2p! characters, respec
tively. There are altogether 15 electron states between -1
and -8.16 eV and 5 states between -17.14 and -15.51
which correspond to 2p and 3d orbitals, respectively, of the
O22 and Ni21 ions in the embedded (NiO5)82 cluster. Some
of these states are degenerate. The main character o
localized 3d orbitals consists of four electronic states such
dx22y2, d3z22r 2, dxz(dyz), and dxy , respectively. The va-

f
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lence band has O (2p) states at the upper edge leading to
charge-transfer gap in our study. The four lowest unoccup
orbitals are the 4s and 4p orbitals of the Ni21 ion.

The DOS of the minority spins is given in Fig. 2~b!. The
valence band consists of the O (2p) states in the energy
range~-11.70, -8.98! eV. The latter comprise thedxy orbital
~about -13.69 eV! and the degeneratedxz(dyz) orbitals at an
energy of -13.66 eV. The lower edge of the conduction ba
also consists of the 4s and 4p orbitals. The vicinity of the
unoccupied Ni (4s,4p) orbitals is mainly of Ni-3d character
in an eg level (d3z22r 2 anddx22y2).

The detailed Mulliken procedure for this embedded cl
ter also shows the net atomic charge and spin values,
Table I. Note, the atomic labels in Table I are given in Fig.
According to a Mulliken population analysis, the Ni and
atoms are not fully ionized, and have explicit charges
11.1 and21.8, respectively. The net atomic spin resulti
from our embedded cluster calculation is similar to the d
obtained by Towleret al.31 employing a different approach

B. Charge-transfer transitions and band gap

Although the CI calculation does not directly provide i
formation about the band gap~the band gap corresponds
experiments with variable particle number, such as x-
photoemission, and must be obtained from a Green-func
method such as GW or by identifying the ionization poten

FIG. 2. Density of states broadened by a Lorentzian with the
width at half maximum~FWHM! of 0.5 eV.
16541
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and electron affinity that will correspond to the highest o
cupied molecular orbital and lowest occupied molecular
bital ~HOMO-LUMO! gap, we estimate it by keeping a trac
on transitions between ground and excited states from
CIS calculation possessing the symmetry of the 2p oxygen
~HOMO state! and 4s nickel ~LUMO! states, respectively
The lowest excited state, where this transition is stron
expressed, has an energy of 7.6 eV~the corresponding CIS
coefficient is'82%). This is much larger than the exper
mental value@4.0–4.3 eV~Refs. 32 and 33! in bulk NiO# or
the result of a GW calculation~5.5 eV! by Aryasetiawan
et al.7 Such a large discrepancy has two origins: the imp
tance of the correlation effects is not accounted for prope
on the CIS level and the fact that the excitation energy can
identified with the HOMO-LUMO gap only in the case o
infinite particle number. Therefore, to improve the gap e
ergy we include some of the electronic correlation beyo
the CIS method via second-order Møller-Plesset perturba
theory called CIS-MP2 calculation. We found a smaller g
of 6.8 eV, indicating that correlation energy is of importan
here. Even though our band gap between O-2p and Ni-4s
state is not in good agreement with experimental data
both Mott-Hubbard and charge-transfer insulators (d→d and
p→d characters, respectively!, it provides us with an appro
priate description of the low-lyingd-d intragap excitations
that are of interest for magnetic applications.

C. Excitation spectra of NiO„001… surface

Using a Lorentzian level broadening with 0.5 eV FWHM
we obtain the density of excited states on the NiO~001! sur-
face from the 300 excitation energies@see Fig. 3~a!#. There
are several important implications of these findings. First
CIS calculation, thed-d transitions lie in the range below 3.
eV and fall within the band gap of 7.6 eV. These transitio
support the results of high-resolution electron-energy-l
spectroscopy~EELS! measurements. Nogueraet al.34 men-
tioned that the EELS experiments have revealed a rang
weak absorptions within the gap in the range 0.5-3.0
which have been attributed to orbitally forbidden (D l 50)
one- and two-electron bulk and~100! surfaced-d excita-
tions. Second, excitations above the gap have a cha
transfer character (O-2p→Ni-4s, O-2p→Ni-4p,5p, and
O-2p→Ni-3d) or consist of intra-atomic (Ni-3d→Ni-4s
and Ni-3d→Ni-4p) transitions, whiled-d transitions are not
found in this region.

ll
ity
TABLE I. Calculated net atomic charges~q! and net atomic spin (dns) carried out by Mulliken population
analysis. The results of Ref. 31 for true antiferromagnetic type II (AF2) and hypothetical ferromagnetic~FM!
and antiferromagnetic type I (AF1) configurations of NiO are given for comparison of the spin-dens
distributions.

This work Ref. 31

Atom q dns Magnetic configuration dns (Ni) dns (O)

Ni 1.1172 1.8922 NiO (AF2) 1.923 0.000
O1-O4 -1.8119 0.0208 NiO (AF1) 1.934 0.024
O5 -1.8697 0.0248 NiO~FM! 1.931 0.069
3-5
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FIG. 3. ~a! UV/visible spectra obtained for the NiO~001! sur-
face. ~b! Oscillator strengths for the optically allowed transition
The notationsa,b,c,d, ande are used to label each transition su
as O (2p)→Ni (4s), O (2p)→Ni (4p), O (2p)→Ni (3d),
O (2p)→Ni (5p), and Ni (3d)→Ni (4p), respectively.
16541
D. Oscillator strengths and optical absorption spectra

In Fig. 3~b!, we plot some of the oscillator strengths
allowed transitions from our 300 vertical excited states in
CIS calculation. It is shown that the oscillator strengths
optically allowed transitions correspond to O (2p)
→Ni (4s), O (2p)→Ni (4p), O (2p)→Ni (3d), O (2p)
→Ni (5p), and Ni (3d)→Ni (4p) transitions labeled as
a–e in Fig. 3~b!. As an example, consider the group of e
citationsc for O (2p)→Ni (3d). It is well known that the
experimental band gap results from transitions of typec,
which are expected to occur at lower energies in a the
beyond the CIS level due to the correlation effects of thed
electrons. In addition, as is clear from Fig. 3~b!, the oscillator
strengths of these transitions are sufficiently large to m
them observable. Hence, the optical absorption spectra~al-
lowed transitions! dominantly arise from the charge-transf
states. However, it should be noted that thed-d transitions
and band-gap~in CIS! excitations are forbidden transition
~in linear optics! as the oscillator strength equals to zero.

E. d-d transitions

Our calculation yields the optically active states with
the gap of NiO, their character depends on the local sym
try: in the clusters that simulate bulk NiO, the gap sta
have a charge-transfer character. On the surface, howev
strong contribution of the optically actived-d transitions can
be observed. These excited states have energies lower
the charge-transfer excitation, which is important in descr
ing the optical properties of the TMO. An understanding
these transitions is very important for the development of
theory of surface SHG in NiO~001!.35,36

In Table II, we compare thed-d excitation energies of
Ni21ions on the NiO~001! surface in our highest-level cal
culation with available theoretical and experimental da
The d-d transitions for bulk NiO are also shown for com
parison of surfaced-d transitions. These transitions are on
related to triplet-triplet excitations. The last column in Tab
o
TABLE II. Calculatedd-d excitation energies~eV! of the NiO~001! surface and bulk NiO compared t
available experimental and theoretical data from Ref 34.

State Transition Excitation energy~eV! This work

Theory ~Ref. 34! Experiment~Ref. 34! QCISD ~T! Transition

Ni21 surface 3B1→3E 0.65, 0.62, 0.50 0.57, 0.60 0.53 dxz→d3z22r 2

dyz→d3z22r 2

3B1→ 3B2 1.00, 0.98, 0.83 1.00 1.17 dxy→dx22y2

3B1→3A2 1.30, 1.21 1.30 1.21 dxy→d3z22r 2

3B1→3E 1.44, 1.38, 1.85 1.62 1.84 dxz→dx22y2

dyz→dx22y2

Ni21 bulk 3A2g→3T2g 1.00, 0.81, 0.86 1.13, 1.08 1.13 dxz→dx22y2

1.05,1.10 dxy→dx22y2

dyz→d3z22r 2

3A2g→3T1g 1.72, 1.81 1.95, 1.86 2.10 dyz→dx22y2

2.07, 2.21 1.79,1.87 dxz→d3z22r 2

dxy→d3z22r 2
3-6
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TABLE III. Calculatedd-d excitation energies~eV! of the NiO~001! surface and bulk NiO at differentia
levels ofab initio correlated theory~this work!.

State Transition Excitation energy~eV!

CIS CID CISD QCISD QCISD~T!

Ni21 3B1→3E 0.51 0.51 0.52 0.53 0.53
Surface 3B1→3B2 0.96 1.02 1.04 1.16 1.17

3B1→3A2 1.96 1.64 1.64 1.32 1.21
3B1→3E 2.86 2.61 2.63 2.23 1.84

Ni21 3A2g→3T2g 0.90 0.99 1.01 1.11 1.13
Bulk 3A2g→3T1g 2.74 2.53 2.55 2.27 2.10
.1
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II shows our predicted transitions at energies of 0.53, 1
1.21, and 1.84 eV. The excited states at the lowest energy
twofold degeneratedxz(dyz)→d3z22r 2 transitions; the one-
electrondxy→dx22y2 transition is at higher energy of 1.1
eV. Additionally, the one-electrondxy→d3z22r 2 transition
has a relative energy of 1.21 eV and the energetically high
state is the twofold degeneratedxz(dyz)→dx22y2 transition at
1.84 eV. In bulk NiO, there are two threefold degener
excitations (3T2g and 3T1g excited states!. The 3T2g state
has triple excitations such asdxz→dx22y2, dxy→dx22y2, and
dyz→d3z22r 2, while the 3T1g state hasdyz→dx22y2, dxz
→d3z22r 2, and dxy→d3z22r 2. The excitation energies, th
3T2g and 3T1g states are about 1.13 and 2.10 eV, resp
tively. Our calculated excitation energies ford-d transitions
are in good agreement with the experimental observat
and with the theoretical calculations in both surface and b
NiO.

F. Electronic correlation effects ond-d transitions

The partly filled 3d shell in solid transition-metal com
pounds is quite localized on the transition-metal ion a
gives rise to large electron correlation effects.34 Thus, it is
necessary to include electronic correlation effects for an
curate description ofd-d excitations in NiO.34,37,38

Our d-d transitions for different levels of correlation, suc
as CID, CISD, QCISD, and QCISD (T), are compared with
those obtained from CIS calculation in both surface and b
NiO ~see Table III!. When the electronic correlation is en
hanced from CID to CISD, QCISD and QCISD (T), the
electron correlations significantly decrease the magnitud
excitation energies, as seen in Table III. It has been cle
demonstrated that electronic correlation strongly effects
d-d transitions. Only at our highest-level theoretical meth
such as QCISD (T), thed-d transition energies are found t
compare well with the experimental data, as shown in Ta
II. Our bulk d-d transitions~1.13 and 2.1 eV! are somewhat
higher than the SHG lines by Fiebiget al.3 ~1.0 eV and 1.75
eV for 3A2g→3T2g and 3A2g→3T1g , respectively!. In the
following part, we will calculate and discuss the SHG spe
tra.

G. SHG intensity

We compute the frequency dependence of the nonlin
susceptibility tensorx i jk

(2v)(v) based on two different level
16541
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of the treatment of correlations: CID and QCISD with
triple correction. As can be seen from Eq.~11!, the notion of
wave functions as well as the energies of the states is
quired. The former give rise to the dipole transition mat
elements, which control the symmetry properties of the sp
trum ~selection rules! as well as the magnitude of the peak
The knowledge of the energies is necessary to get the co
position of the peaks. In order to avoid divergences of
expression close to the poles and to ensure the correct s
metry, we applied the broadening ofd50.27 eV ~i.e., 0.01
hartree! to each of the states. The transition matrix eleme
^audi ub& have been computed based on the Slater dete
nants corresponding to each of the many-body wave fu
tions, Eq.~12!, thus neglecting the correction resulting fro
the virtual transitions@second and third terms in Eq.~7!#.
This correction is important to describe the energy of exci
states and is taken properly into account, while for the ma
elements it does not play a crucial role. As we do not inclu
spin-orbit coupling, the dipole matrix elements contain tw
independent contributions from spin-up and spin-down co
ponents. Important features of the SHG spectrum~Fig. 4! are
the following.

FIG. 4. The nonlinear SHG spectrum of the NiO~001! surface
cluster.~a! CID method~b! QCISD ~T! method. Note that the3Ea,b

and 3Ec,d are doubly degenerate excited states corresponding to
energies of 0.51 eV@0.53 eV# and 2.61 eV@1.84 eV# in CID
@QCISD (T)], respectively. Corresponding transitions are explain
on Fig. 5 together with the energy scheme. The second num
under the arrows correspond to the dashed curves.
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~1! Large difference between the tensor elements:
peaks around 0.35 eV and 0.95 eV are well pronounced o
for uxxxz

(2v)u(5uxyyz
(2v)u5uxzxz

(2v)u5uxyzy
(2v)u), while they are ab-

sent foruxzxx
(2v)u5uxzyy

(2v)u. The tensor elementxzzz
(2v) , despite

it is not forbidden by the selection rules, is accidentally a
sent in the present theory because of the small numbe
excited states included in our calculation.

~2! The SHG spectrum originates from all possible co
binations of electric-dipole~ED! transitions between the
ground state (3B1) and the two doubly degenerate states
3E symmetry~see Fig. 5!. Two peaks in thexzxx

(2v)5xzyy
(2v)

result from the transitions at fundamental frequencyv from
3B1 to 3Ec,d and from 3Ea,b to the ground state. The secon
type of tensor elements has two additional peaks that co
spond to 2\v resonances between these levels.

~3! The nonvanishing tensor elements have nonzero v
in the static limit and exhibit Kleinman symmetry39 with
respect to the permutation of the 2v andv photons:

ux i jk
(2v)u5ux j ik

(2v)u5uxk j i
(2v)u for v→0. ~17!

~4! Comparing SHG spectra from CID and QCISD~T!
methods, a shift towards lower energies resulting from
higher-level treatment of the correlation can be observed

Using the nonlinear susceptibility tensor, we compute
intensity of the second-harmonic field~Figs. 6 and 7! accord-
ing to Eq.~16! for different combinations of the polarizatio
of the incident light at the fundamental frequency~for s po-
larization,w5p/2 and forp polarization,w50) and outgo-
ing second-harmonic light~for S polarization,F5p/2 and
for P polarization,F50). The input electric field is taken to
be 108 V/m, angle of incidence isp/4, and the complex
refractive indices at the frequencies of the fundamental in
dent and outgoing second harmonic aren(v) and N(2v),

FIG. 5. Energy-level scheme of Ni21 ion in different symmetry
environments . The vertical lines denote allowed ED transitio
involved in the SHG spectrum~dashed lines correspond to the 2v
transitions!. The 3E states are doubly degenerate and correspon
the 3Ea,b and 3Ec,d excitations in Fig. 4. The transitions are num
bered according to the Fig. 4.
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respectively. Although available from the first-principles ca
culation on the different levels of theory,40 n(v) andN(2v)
are taken from experiment41 in order to make the result
more reliable and to avoid artifacts from linear optics. A
cording to the symmetry analysis, the second-harmonic
nals in S polarization vanish, and our calculations confir
that, numerically showing the difference in the magnitu
betweenS andP polarizations to be 33 orders of magnitud
~Figs. 6 and 7!.

It is well known that the SHG response is forbidden f
crystals with inversion symmetry within the ED process
However, taking into account a combination of the magne
dipole ~MD! and ED processes, one can indeed obtain
second-harmonic response from centrosymmetric NiO in
energy range 2\v51.6–2.3 eV.3 The absence of the SHG
signal above the Ne´el temperature and selection rules th
define the polarization of the observed signal prove that th

s

to

FIG. 6. The nonlinear optical response of NiO~001! surface,
based on the CID treatment of the embedded (NiO5)82 cluster as a
function of the incident photon energies for the four possible co
binations of the input field and detector.

FIG. 7. The nonlinear optical response of NiO~001! surface,
based on the QCISD~T! treatment of the embedded (NiO5)82 clus-
ter as a function of the incident-photon energies for the four p
sible combinations of the input field and detector.
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is no surface contribution in the experiment. In the ED c
culation, no SHG intensity is found from the (NiO6)102 clus-
ter in the cubic lattice.

Our calculation shows the possibility to obtain secon
harmonic response from the surface cluster in the rang
energies 2\v51.06–3.68 eV. This response lies in the r
gion of energies, where the bulk SHG signal has been
tected. Thus, under certain conditions, the SHG signal fr
the surface, which is expected to be considerably weake
well as from the bulk, can be observed in one experiment
the recent investigation by Fiebiget al. ~Ref. 3!, 3 ns light
pulses with a pulse energy of about 1 mJ were applied
detect SHG response from the bulk. Although the MD tra
sitions were involved, the intensity is comparable to that
served in noncentrosymmetric compounds such as Cr2O3 or
YMnO3, where it is exclusively due to ED transition
Therefore, a larger peak intensity of fundamental light
required to detect SHG response from the surface on
background of the bulk signal. Shorter laser pulses may
able the detection of both surface and bulk contributions
one experiment.
s.
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In conclusion, we computed optical properties below t
gap of the NiO~001! surface using a series of the config
ration interaction methods applied to an embedded clu
model. Our main results are the energies ofd-d transitions
(3B1→3E, 3B1→3B2 , 3B1→3A2 , 3B1→3E). The impor-
tance of effects such as electron correlations is necessa
be taken into account via the QCISD~T! approach. These
energies are found to be in good agreement with the av
able experimental and theoretical data. Using them and
corresponding many-body wave functions, we have cal
lated the nonlinear optical susceptibilities. This allows us
obtain the intensity of SHG, which has been demonstrate
be a particularly versatile probe of magnetic interfaces an
expected to reveal information on antiferromagnets.
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